This paper addresses the problem of human action recognition in realistic videos. We follow the recently successful local approaches and represent videos by means of local motion descriptors. To overcome the huge variability of human actions in motion and appearance, we propose a supervised approach to learn local motion descriptors -actlets -from a large pool of annotated video data. The main motivation behind our method is to construct action-characteristic representations of body joints undergoing specific motion patterns while learning invariance with respect to changes in camera views, lighting, human clothing, and other factors. We avoid the prohibitive cost of manual supervision and show how to learn actlets automatically from synthetic videos of avatars driven by the motion-capture data. We evaluate our method and show its improvement as well as its complementarity to existing techniques on the challenging UCF-Sports and YouTube-Actions datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Recognition of human actions in video is a highly challenging problem due to the large variations in person appearance, camera view points, backgrounds and other factors. An explicit way to address this problem is to reason about locations, poses, motion and interactions of people. While such a structural approach is appealing, it is difficult to implement in practice due to the modest performance of current methods for person detection and pose estimation in realistic video.
One alternative consists of representing human actions using statistics of local video descriptors. Despite being direct and simple, Bag-of-Features (BoF) type methods have recently been shown successful when applied to action recognition in realistic and challenging video data [1, 2, 3] . While the basic BoF model represents actions by disordered collections of local video descriptors, several ideas have been proposed aiming to improve BoF by modeling the spatial and temporal structure of activities [4, 5] . Complementary to these methods, the goal of this paper is to design improved local video
Actlet training samples
Actlet matches in real videos descriptors providing better building blocks for statistical action representations. Local video representations, e.g., [6] are typically designed using unsupervised k-means quantization of local video descriptors into visual vocabularies [7] based on visual similarity. The rationale behind visual vocabularies is to group similar local events, such as upwards movements of hands, and to score occurrences of such events in subsequent recognition. While visual descriptors, e.g., HOG/HOF [1, 3] provide some invariance to variations of events in motion and appearance, unsupervised clustering may not be able to group similar events given the frequent variations of the video data due to changes in view points, lighting, background, clothing of people, style of actions and other factors.
Bourdev et al. [8] have recently proposed a supervised approach to learn appearance of body parts in static images. Body part detectors called poselets are trained to be invariant to irrelevant appearance variations using manual annotation of body parts in training images. Inspired by this representation, we in this paper propose a supervised approach to learn actlets, i.e., detectors of body parts undergoing specific patterns of motion. Learning actlets requires a substantial amount of annotated training data. To collect such data, Fig. 2 . Sample frames from our synthetic dataset illustrating variability of generated videos in terms of view points, backgrounds, character clothing and motion. Color curves illustrate automatically annotated trajectories of body joints.
we here propose to avoid the heavy burden of manual video annotation and generate annotated data automatically by synthesizing videos of avatars driven by the motion-capture data (cf. Fig. 1 ). We next develop a method that successfully deploys actlets for action recognition. We evaluate our method and demonstrate its improvement as well as complementarity to existing techniques on the UCF-Sports and YouTubeActions datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 presents details of our synthetic dataset used to train actlets in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 describes application of actlets to action recognition. Sec. 5 presents evaluation of our method. Sec. 6 concludes this paper with a discussion.
SYNTHETIC DATASET OF HUMAN MOTIONS
To train a representative set of actlets, we need a relatively large amount of training data. The training data should cover a diverse range of human movements and should contain annotated positions of body joints over time. Also, a significant amount of variation in terms of appearance (e.g. clothing and background), view-point, illumination, and camera motion, is required to span the expected variability of the test videos. While manual annotation of body joints and their motion in video is highly time-consuming and therefore impractical, we resort to animation techniques and use motion capture data to build a synthetic dataset. The main advantage in this approach, is the availability of the ground-truth positions of body-joints in each synthesized video, provided by the 2D projections of 3D body-joint positions of the motion-capture data. We use the CMU motion capture database 1 , containing a large number of human motion sequences; from simple locomotions and physical activities to more complex movements involving human interactions.
We perform motion re-targeting of CMU motion capture sequences on 3D humanoid characters in Autodesk MotionBuilder 2011, and render videos from a set of fixed locations. We use ten 3D characters including males and females of different physiques, wearing different clothes. We ren- 1 Available at: http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu der videos from a set of three different camera view points (front, left and right with respect to the character) while using five different static backgrounds. Additionally, we simulate the panning of the camera which follows the motion of the character in each video. We render one video for each motion capture sequence in the CMU database while randomly choosing a character, background, and a view point; and get 2549 synthetic video sequences in total. Fig. 2 illustrates a few example frames from our synthetic dataset together with the automatically annotated trajectories of body joints. This dataset and more details on our method are available from http://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/actlets.
TRAINING ACTLETS
In this paper we consider the motion of nine body-joints (head, left/right elbow, left/right wrist, left/right knee and left/right ankle), as these are expected to provide rich action description. To group body joints with similar motion patterns, we perform clustering of 2D trajectories associated with each of the nine body joints. We then extract video patches for each trajectory and use them to train one actlet classifier for each trajectory cluster. The details of the method are described below.
Trajectory representation
For each of the nine body-joints in a synthetic video, the associated 2D trajectory with spatial coordinates (x t , y t ) over time t ∈ 1...T is subdivided into overlapping subtrajectories, each having a length of L = 15 frames. The shape of a sub-trajectory encodes the local motion pattern associated with the body-joint. Following [9] , we represent the shape of a sub-trajectory with a velocity-based vector. Given a sub-trajectory of length L, we describe its shape by a sequence S = (ΔP t , . . . , ΔP t+L−1 ) of displacement vectors ΔP t = (P t+1 − P t ) = (x t+1 − x t , y t+1 − y t ). The resulting vector S is normalized by the height of the character in the rendered video. This normalization is used to discard magnitude information, and is similar to that used in [9] .
Clustering and training of actlets
We perform k-means clustering (we set k = 75) on all subtrajectories associated with each body joint separately in all the 2549 synthetic videos. We avoid occluded body joints and remove trajectories of right/left joints from the videos synthesized for the left/right views of the person respectively. We perform both view-specific and view independent clustering, where trajectories from the three different views are clustered either separately or jointly. To select distinct clusters, we sort clusters for each body joint according to the decreasing sum of distances to other clusters and keep the top n = 50 clusters from them. Fig. 3 illustrates examples of our clusters. Fig. 3 . Illustration of motion clusters for four body joints. All trajectories within a cluster are shown in separate plots by blue curves. An example patch for each cluster is also shown.
To train an actlet for a given body joint and motion pattern, we extract video patches in the neghbourhood of trajectories from one trajectory cluster. These video patches serve as positive training samples for an actlet. For the negative training samples, we randomly extract 10,000 synthetic video patches, corresponding to trajectories from the remaining 49 clusters of the same body joint. We represent extracted video patches by histograms of optical flow (HOF) descriptors [1] . 2 We then train a SVM classifier for each actlet using Hellinger kernel. This way, we obtain a total of 1000 classifiers 3 , corresponding to the view-specific and view-independent actlets.
CLASSIFICATION
Actlets provide a means to detect specific motion patterns of body joints in video disregarding irrelevant variations of the data in terms of backgrounds, clothing, view points and other factors. Our next goal is to deploy such descriptors for action recognition in real video. Given a video, we extract denselysampled video patches and represent them by the HOF descriptors. For each HOF descriptor, we obtain a set of actlet scores according to all trained actlet classifiers. We then use a 24-level spatio-temporal grid [1] and concatenate maximum response value of each actlet within each grid cell into a vector representing the whole video. We refer to this video representation, the Actlet channel. A somewhat similar approach called object banks has been previously proposed to represent still images [10] . For action classification based on the Actlet channel, we use a non-linear SVM [11] with RBF kernel.
We use Bag-of-Features (BoF) video representation as a baseline. BoF is typically based on k-means clustering, which is used to quantize local spatio-temporal descriptors into visual vocabularies, based on visual similarity. Here, we follow [12] , and build the Bag-of-Features video representation using the Harris3D detector [6] in combination with the HOG/HOF descriptors [1] . We refer to this video representation as the BoF channel (see [4] for more details). For classification, we use a non-linear SVM [11] with a χ 2 kernel [1] . We use one-against-rest approach for multi-class classification for the both channels. We integrate the Actlet channel with the BoF channel using the multi-channel kernel [13] :
where
is the distance computed using video channel x c between videos i and j, and Ω c is the normalization factor computed as an average channel distance [13] . In our case, D(x c i , x c j ) is the Euclidean distance for the Actlet channel, whereas, χ 2 distance for the BoF channel.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of actlets on the task of action classification in two challenging datasets: UCF-Sports and YouTube-Actions. The two datasets mainly contain sports action classes.
The UCF-Sports dataset [14] contains 10 different types of human actions: swinging (on the pommel horse and on the floor), diving, kicking (a ball), weight-lifting, horseriding, running, skateboarding, swinging (at the high bar), golf swinging and walking (cf. Fig. 4, top) . The dataset consists of 150 video samples which show a large intra-class variability. To increase the amount of data samples, we extend the dataset by adding a horizontally flipped version of each sequence to the dataset (similar to [12] ). We train a multi-class classifier and report the average accuracy over all classes. We use a leave-one-out setup and test on each original sequence while training on all other sequences together with their flipped versions (the flipped version of the tested sequence is removed from the training set).
The YouTube-Actions dataset [15] contains 11 action categories: basketball shooting, biking/cycling, diving, golf swinging, horse back riding, soccer juggling, swinging, tennis swinging, trampoline jumping, volleyball spiking and walking with a dog (cf. Fig. 4, bottom) . This dataset is challenging due to the large variations in camera motion, object appearance and pose, object scale, viewpoint, cluttered background and illumination conditions. The dataset contains a Table 2 . Accuracy for the YouTube-Actions dataset.
total of 1168 sequences. We follow the original setup [15] and perform leave-one-out cross validation for a pre-defined set of 25 folds. As for the UCF-Sports dataset, we report the average accuracy over all classes as the performance measure.
Results
Results on the UCF-Sports and YouTube datasets are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. We can notice that the performance of the Actlet channel is slightly lower than that of the baseline BoF channel on the UCF-Sports dataset, whereas, the Actlet channel performs better than the BoF channel on the YouTube dataset. Moreover, the combination of the Actlet channel with the BoF channel gives an improvement of about 6% over the BoF baseline in the case of UCF-Sports dataset and about 9% for the YouTube dataset. The better performance of the combined channels indicates their complementarity. Actlets focus on the characteristic local movements of people, whereas, BoF has a potential of capturing additional contextual information from the background. Furthermore, we compare our results with those of Kläser [16] and Liu [15] on the two datasets respectively. While the overall accuracy for our combination (i.e. Comb.) is slightly lower than the respective methods, we observe our Actlet channel to improve four action classes in the case of UCF-Sports, and seven action classes in the YouTube dataset.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel approach to represent local patterns of human motion in video, i.e., actlets. To get the required relatively large amount of annotated training data, we have avoided the expensive manual annotation and proposed to use synthetically generated videos of avatars driven by the motion capture data. We have shown how to train actlets for body parts undergoing characteristic motion, while making actlets insensitive to irrelevant variations in the video data. We have then proposed a new video representation based on actlets, and demonstrated improvement in human action recognition on the two challenging datasets, i.e., the UCF-Sports and YouTube-Actions datasets.
